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Abstract—Web3 brings an emerging outlook for the value of decentralization, boosting the decentralized infrastructure. People can benefit from Web3, facilitated by the advances in distributed ledger technology, to read, write and own web content, services and applications more freely without revealing their real identities. Although the features and merits of Web3 have been widely discussed, the network architecture of Web3 and how to achieve complete decentralization considering law compliance in Web3 are still unclear. Here, we propose a perspective of Web3 architecture, deController, consisting of underlay and overlay network as Web3 infrastructures to underpin services and applications. The functions of underlay and overlay and their interactions are illustrated. Meanwhile, the security and privacy of Web3 are analyzed based on a novel design of three-tier identities cooperating with deController. Furthermore, the impacts of laws on privacy and cyber sovereignty to achieve Web3 are discussed.

Index Terms—Web3 architecture, overlay and underlay, decentralized infrastructure, blockchain, DAO

I. INTRODUCTION

Web3, an emerging term of decentralized world-wide-web (WWW) based on distributed ledger technology (DLT) and crypto economy, has been foreseen as a dynamic-driven factor for the next generation of the Internet. Web3 is seen as a catalyst for the future Internet to provide content, services, and applications for users without centralized servers. Since the introduction of blockchain by Bitcoin in 2008, the decentralized network started its unprecedented journey and has been thriving for more than a decade. With the advances of blockchain, cryptocurrencies and decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) have shifted the world to embrace the value of decentralization to deconstruct the well-established centralized WWW ecosystems with the decentralized governance, underlay and overlay network infrastructures, as shown in Fig. 1, detailed in the following sections.

Currently, Web3 has reached the moment towards inclusive top-down solutions and the soil for its growth in industrial, commercial and public networks without the involvement of any centralized things, solidifying the lifeline of Web3 value and consensus. However, such a top-down architecture of Web3 has not been sculptured with considering its challenges as well as the interactions of network infrastructure, DLT, security and privacy, judicature, etc., comprehensively.
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A. Challenge and opportunity

With a great boost on security, privacy and cyber sovereignty (cyber sovereignty refers to the cyber boundary established by a country or region for exercising national control and implementing specific legislation) of user data, the challenges faced in achieving Web3 and opportunities are significant.

1) Web3 is running on centralized things!: “Read, write and own” endorses the fundamental value in Web3; however, if the access to the space of Web3 is denied, ownership means little or nothing to the owner who is blocked from accessing the WWW. Meanwhile, the value of privacy offered by Web3 becomes void if the user can be tracked at the beginning and the end of Internet access. It is necessary to ensure the user will never be unplugged from the network or illegally tracked due to centralization causes. Most importantly, Web3 shall secure itself from running the whole network on the infrastructure offered by centralized resource controllers.

Another distinct challenge is the authentication in access control of Web3 because all identities in the decentralized network are anonymous, i.e., the authentication should not
reveal any personal information of Web3 users. However, the authentication information of users is known by the central controller in the centralized model. Therefore, the architecture to achieve anonymous authentication for decentralized Web3 should be further investigated.

![Architecture overview of Web3 and Web 1.0/2.0.](image)

2) Opportunities: Since the current web structure is highly centralized, Web3 could facilitate the shift from centralized Internet to decentralized Internet based on DLT, distributed network, NEAT (Network Encrypted Address Translation, detailed later), etc. Such a self-governance evolution may enable people to access and own Internet resources more freely and equally, boasting investments in Web3 network infrastructure, and owning the actual Web3 network. Privacy is also an opportunity as anonymity may challenge the legislation and jurisdiction. As a nature of Web3, anonymous identities can protect users’ real identities to avoid censorship when users are involved in various activities and applications. It is inspiring to enable a fully private and connected universe for all via encrypted address, a.k.a. BCADD, and the encrypted infrastructure through the ideology of decentralized and encrypted infrastructure. In this case, anyone who onboards the Web3 network can have permissionless access to the Web3 infrastructure.

Apart from technological innovations, Web3 has the potential to provide new opportunities for legal governance of cyberspace due to its privacy-driven design. The core privacy issue in Web 1.0/2.0 is centralized services since service providers may exploit the surplus of online content creators without permission infringing users’ privacy and data protection rights, and even act as unsupervised police. Web3, embedded a native decentralization and encryption, offers users more control over their personal data and privacy in the Internet access where they own their autonomy to make choices, which is essentially aligned with the objectives of GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) in the EU.

B. Motivation and contribution

There will be emerging scenarios relying on decentralization as its core value. Hence, it is necessary to prepare the existing network, security and privacy infrastructure to embrace the world of decentralization, meaning the infrastructure as a whole needs to stand with decentralization value rather than an unavoidable connection with centralization. Therefore, we propose the enabling decentralization infrastructure controller, deController, for Web3 native infrastructure.

This paper contributes to Web3 in three aspects: (a). the Web3 network architecture with the detailed description of deController consisting of the overlay and underlay network; (b). the security, privacy and identity in a fully decentralized manner; (c). the operational principles regarding law and governance for Web3 infrastructure as shown in Fig. 1.

II. WEB3 OUTLOOK IN NETWORK AND SERVICES

Compared with the centralized network, such a decentralized network structure brings different considerations in Web3 such as where the data are stored, how to ensure the data validity, etc. On the other hand, existing peer-to-peer routing and network protocols, such as Chord and Distributed Hash Table (DHT) can enable overlay connectivity.

A. Web3 architecture overview

The network architecture of Web3 is depicted in Fig. 2. Compared with the network architecture of Web 1.0/2.0 using a centralized web server to provide web services as shown in the left of Fig. 2, the Web3 server runs in a more decentralized manner. Specifically, the Web3 server only provides frontends of services while data storage and backends of applications are provided in a distributed manner. Users can access an application via the blockchain address of the corresponding smart contracts, in which the application backend is contained. Blockchain addresses can be routed by the Web3 network in accessing the application. The data content of users and applications (images, voice, videos, etc.) may be stored in a distributed storage to avoid data corruption or loss. Lawful agreements on access control policies can be applied to user data stored by service providers.

To protect the real identities of users, a 3-tier identity architecture is proposed in Section II-B to avoid personal information leakage and identity tracing. In addition, the data of identity mapping to the network and transactions between users and applications, such as payments and records of purchased items/services, can be recorded by DLT in public ledgers as they are small data compared to the content data. Such records can only be written into public ledgers after being verified by consensus mechanisms in the Web3 network, so the records are transparent, undeniable and immutable. Therefore, users and service providers cannot forge records or distort
the existing records. Even if applications are shut down by service providers, users’ assets in applications are kept in public ledgers, where users can access their assets seamlessly at their own discretion. Such a feature is difficult to be natively supported by applications in Web 1.0/2.0 since user data is fully controlled by service providers in centralized servers.

B. Overlay and underlay decentralization of Web3 network

The decentralization of network has never been easier with the help of blockchain. Regardless of the consensus type, each blockchain full node operates a full stack of networking and servicing protocols, making them a perfect nexus for the decentralized network. In fact, the existing blockchain delivery network makes the suitable alternative for the Web3 overlay network, as shown in Fig. 1. The underlay can be regarded as the 5-layer common computer network to provide physical network connections for the overlay. NEAT is used to resolve the association of BCADD with any network device identifiers, network ports and domain names. By linking the BCADD to specific identifiers, deController is able to lookup the BCADD globally and establishes the overlay network in any given underlay network. With the underlay network used by the blockchain delivery network, the underlay network will grow in the decentralization’s interest, hence becoming the decentralized underlay network operated under the principle of fully decentralized infrastructure, which is illustrated in detail later in Section III.

In the Web3 context, the role of underlay network nodes overlaps with the blockchain nodes in the overlay owned by different stakeholders such as companies and organizations. These nodes also play the pivotal role of supplying computing power and networking capacity of the blockchain network. In fact, blockchain nodes can also provide the necessary overlay tunneling and routing capabilities, hence becoming the pillar of the Web3 overlay network.

1) Decentralized Applications and Services: The Web3 features the owner economy, which boosts the decentralized applications (dApp). The dApp is a smart contract powered autonomous code running on decentralized networks. Once the code is deployed on the blockchain, it becomes a public asset for any entities within the network. However, the dApp only works as an agent passing on the value between users; it cannot offer demanding services, e.g., video streaming, chatting room or online gaming. To enrich the context of Web3 ecosystem, service providers can use dApp to securely provide services to users using encrypted identities and exchange tokens, hence becoming a decentralized service provider.

2) Decentralized Network Infrastructure: In the scope of network infrastructure, the aforementioned Web3 network architecture is logically divided into two layers, the underlay and the overlay, as shown in Fig. 1. Similar to the traditional network, the underlay in Web3 architecture can be divided into multiple segments, which are later tagged by the overlay blockchain node with the optimal topological resolution. The entities within each segment perform particular network functions in a decentralized way, which is critically different from traditional networks. As mentioned, two decentralization manners, P2P (Peer-to-Peer) and DAO2DAO [1] (federated), can be exploited in underlay depending on the function performed. For example, multiple computing servers organized by a DAO in the edge network segment can provide route optimization service for the Web3 overlay network, collaborating with different DAOs in a decentralized manner, while the entities’ data flow can be organized in a P2P manner that matches an optimal route offered by the Web3 overlay network, in order to manage the packet delivery for users.

The overlay is built above the underlay to control and manage this decentralized network in the Web3 architecture [2]. Generally, the main entity in the overlay is the controller in charge of all the network management functions including authentication (identity and access), data packet routing, computing resource allocation, etc. These functions will be elaborated in Section IV.

3) Integration: An identity prospect of view: Since Web3 aims for a decentralized network where users can control their data and identity revocation or reservation, most user identities are self-sovereign identities (self-sovereign refers to empowering users to control their own identity information in cyberspace) rather than centralized or federated identities. However, a hierarchy and decentralized identity management infrastructure is necessary to construct a uniform identity authentication scheme that crosses the different worlds and domains.

A 3-tier identity management is proposed to bridge the real identity to virtual identity from the perspective of users and services in Fig. 3. A real user identity can be linked to several virtual user identities to represent the user in Web3 networks. Meanwhile, a virtual user identity can derive the identities of multiple applications and services since a user may operate different applications and services. Therefore, a user's identity in the real world is regarded as the first level identity, named RealID. RealID is confidential and never revealed in Web3. The second level identity is the address of the user’s wallet, which is called BCADD [2]. BCADD is derived from RealID locally by a one-way function and used by network operators. The third level identity is regarded as the application ID, which is used as the identity in different services, named APPID. APPID is derived from the current BCADD together with properties of the service by one-way function or verified random function (VRF) [3]. The APPIDs are the self-sovereign identities in the applications, end-to-end routing, and services of Web3 but both BCADDs and APPIDs are hardly being traced without the parameters of the one-way function. Since the overlay network hosted by blockchain networks can lookup every BCADDs in a global view and route every traffic between them, the direct connections between two encrypted identities can be established. Hence, the user can use a unified address authentication based on the public-key identity. As the decentralization, anonymity and privacy are the prominent factors of Web3, where public keys are used as identities, CAs (certificate authorities) are not required for the authenticity endorsement of identities and ownership of public keys. However, the use of public-key-based identity poses a security threat to the regulatory management of citizen networks, as they are fully anonymous and self-issued. It is a challenge to obtain the real identity of users without
knowing a prior identity association to the public-key-based address. Therefore, the regulator should require mandatory registrations of active public-key-based identities to comply with the regulation. On the other hand, the legal interception can also be implemented into the deController through steering and duplication of traffic.

Here, we first define the visibility of the three layers’ identities followed by their security levels. RealID is only held by the user and registered at the regulatory body where necessary. BCADD is public to the cryptocurrency system and other authorized infrastructure, including the Mobile Network Operator (MNO) and Internet Service Providers (ISP). When the BCADD is derived from the RealID, the user can decide to involve more information in the BCADD using VRF and zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) [4] via the regulatory body. As required in Web3, personal information could not be revealed in the network. However, when any information is needed in the network or applications, the regulatory body can apply zero-knowledge proof on the user’s registered information and publish a proof to the network. In this way, the user can prove to the Web3 application that it has the information or attribute as required. For example, a user can state its age is over 18 without revealing the actual age using ZKP and VRF in the statements linked to BCADD. ZKP and VRF can enable service providers to verify the authenticity of the statement using the BCADD. In addition, APPID is visible to any service providers on Web3. To resist tracking attacks and protect users’ contextual privacy, the identity information should be updated in the user-defined privacy time slot. To be consistent with regular updates of wallet addresses, once the BCADD is updated, the APPID should also be updated at the service provider. In this case, the APPID of the same user may be linked to different wallets to impair the service consistency and interruptions.

By having the 3-tier identity hierarchy in Fig. 3, it is ensured that different identities in different domains with different security levels. BCADD should be known to the operator to determine if a subscription for the network access is valid. The APPID is used as both the network interface indicator and the service authentication account. Since APPID is derived from BCADD, the authentication of APPID by the AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) server can be done over the distributed network provider when the routers and RAN (Radio Access Network) authenticate and trust the BCADD. The detailed architecture of BCADD in-network accessing and APPID in application service with security and privacy authentication are shown in Fig. 4 and described as follows.

C. Security and privacy

In Web3 infrastructure, all the blockchain nodes and user identities should be registered and updated to the blockchain platform by sending a bootstrapped transaction. The transaction should include the blockchain node’s BCADD to support network service, or APPID together with the access control information to support application services. The access control information may include a Non-Fungible Token (NFT) or other legacy server addresses. NFT has been recognized as a unique identifier of key digital assets, so the possession of certain assets represents the privilege of objects in the form of ownership in a manner of attribute-based access. Such adoption of the ownership concept can be migrated into access control aspects, where the ownership represents the access privilege. After registration, once the blockchain node requires a service from a third-party application server (AS), it will initiate a decentralized mutual authentication [2] of APPID between them. To be compatible with the protocol in [2], we let all the routers check the APPIDs directly and pass the packets transparently to continue the authentication between users and AS. After the authentication procedures are finished, the AS will check the authenticated APPID’s corresponding authority by searching the access control information in the blockchain platform. When the APPIDs are renewed together with BCADD, users can decide to keep service consistency by notifying the new APPID in the previous session or the old APPID in the new session. The checking procedure executed by the first router is as follows. Authentication between the user and the communications network is first implemented to authenticate BCADD and support communications. By the derivation relation between BCADD and APPID, the APPID
can be verified and authenticated given BCADD. Once the user can prove to the router that the APPID’s holder has a valid BCADD and has initiated a valid transaction for this session without revealing any information, the first router will forward the message to the destination.

The traditional AAA server still exists in Web3 in case decentralized authentication is incompatible with any third-party AS or user. A legacy registered AAA server can run the General Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) protocol [5] to generate a secure channel between the user and AS. The legacy AAA server should also register to the blockchain platform to be compatible with the blockchain network infrastructures, as shown in Fig. 4. The blockchain in the Web3 network can be regarded as a random oracle to execute computation under public supervision. Meanwhile, new privacy-preserving techniques, like public verifiable ZKP, can be introduced and implemented in the blockchain platform to provide Web3 transparent and regulated privacy protection.

III. DAO FOR DECENTRALIZED COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE: RESHAPING THE UNDERLAY NETWORK

As aforementioned, decentralization is identified as the core interest of Web3, led by the blockchain (DLT), dApp, DeFi, and DAO. Communities of decentralization have become the beneficiary of decentralized networks, regardless of the fact that the current whole network is built on top of centralized communication infrastructures. However, dApps cannot be considered fully decentralized with their roots in centralized infrastructures. Therefore, there is a requirement that the underlay of the whole decentralized network, namely communication infrastructure operators, become decentralized.

A. Motivation of DAO-based infrastructure operator

With the requirement of full decentralization, DAO has the potential to fully decentralize the infrastructure operator. Unlike the traditional telecommunication business entities (e.g., state-owned, private-owned, public-limited, and limited liability companies), the DAO-based infrastructure operator has decentralized structures in essence. Firstly, the DAO-based infrastructure operator can flatten out the entire corporate management structure. There is no centralized management role to really control the organization. Instead, the vital decision can be proposed and made by every member of the organization, namely, DAO stakeholders.

Secondly, the organization’s rules are encoded using innovative contract technology in a permissionless blockchain. Traditional organizations do not have to maintain complex and costly administrative departments. DAOs also make it virtually impossible to commit fraud since every transaction is open to public and consortium scrutiny. Another feature of a DAO is that the decisions are executed automatically via votes on the blockchain using smart contracts, which are transparent and non-repudiate. Once a proposal has been successfully voted upon, change occurs automatically without the need for further human involvement.

DAOs represent a radical rethink of how infrastructure can be structured and operated, including changes in ownership, governance, decision-making and profit distribution. Decentralized infrastructure operators can not only inspire the investment in Web3 infrastructures, but also reshape legal consortium through the use of smart contracts, as shown in Fig. 1. With the demand of full decentralization, DAO could extend to telecommunication infrastructural operators [6], operating the entire underlay and overlay network nodes with its own natural resources, such as spectrum, computing resources and energy. Furthermore, DAOs are always motivated to add more value to their content and services created in Web3. However, the value based on decentralization and consensus cannot be secured if the underlay network and storage are built upon the centralized infrastructure. Therefore, another major motivation for DAOs to invest in decentralized infrastructures is to protect their key assets in Web3, while making communal profits from serving Web3 people in the future. Although DAO-based infrastructure operators have many advantages, one of the biggest challenges is the risks of legal compliance to cyber sovereignty and data protection law when infrastructure operators become decentralized and multinational.

B. A legal view on decentralized infrastructure of Web3

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the decentralized underlay of Web3 significantly impacts law, privacy and cyber sovereignty. Although the decentralized infrastructure has the potential to address the cybersecurity and sovereignty risks associated with data cross-board flow, there are still some potential frictions between the decentralized underlay and the current legal system.

Firstly, full anonymization is still difficult to be achieved since operators or governments are possible to retrieve personal data through a combination of data from network activities even though the 3-tier identity is applied. However, the recovery possibility is also necessitated by the government’s legitimate surveillance requirements, which can be a tool for cyberspace regulation. In such a scenario, the government should define anonymization in data protection laws clearly [7] and obey the purpose limitation principle by complementing legislation to mitigate risks.

The second potential friction is users can actually own partial Web3 network and contribute to it under the decentralized infrastructure. However, they may make themselves “network operators” or “data processors” within the meaning of the Cybersecurity Law or Data Protection Law (e.g., GDPR). Thus, they theoretically have to bear the corresponding legal responsibilities for data protection. Such a design does not fully consider the challenges posed by decentralization and the decentralized infrastructure. Therefore, it leads to the critical reflection of regulatory philosophy in this decentralized privacy-friendly architecture, which requires a new legal paradigm of cyberspace regulation. Government-led regulatory impact sandboxes could act as stabilizers to calibrate the law and technology for industry compliance, maximizing the compatibility of Web3 with existing legal systems and regulatory regimes.

Moreover, the decentralized infrastructure may result in data flowing to different jurisdictions, indicated in Fig. 4, creating jurisdictional conflicts and jeopardizing national cybersecurity.
and sovereignty. The legal consortium introduced in Fig. 1 may enable different jurisdictions to reach a consensus by smart contracts on issues of judicial jurisdiction. Therefore, it may eliminate unauthorized cross-border movements of data and ensure national cybersecurity and sovereignty.

IV. The Web3 deController for Network infrastructure: Reshaping the overlay network

When a user accesses a Web3 application as shown in Fig. 5, the overlay of deController routes the encrypted application address to the corresponding smart contract deployed by the service provider. Then, a link from the user to the application can be established via the underlay of deController. After that, the user can authenticate the application and then use the smart contract to access the application via the BCADD. The overlay network offers ultimatum connectivity to decentralized users and services. However, it is still a challenge to bridge the decentralized services to the underlay physical network in a decentralized manner. In the following, we propose our deController, the nexus for the decentralized overlay and universal network underlay.

A. Identity and access with decentralized identity manager

One fundamental function for decentralized controllers is the authentication, including identity and service access. As discussed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, we introduce a hierarchy and decentralized identity management infrastructure, where RealID, BCADD and APPID are used to achieve authentication in a privacy-preserving way.

With these BCADDs, one critical innovation for Web3 architecture is to enable access with BCADDs, which should be achieved in the overlay network with the help of an embedded deController, shown in Fig. 5. Users can access decentralized services starting from bottom to top. The left part contains network functions. Meanwhile, the smart contracts are shown on the right for user mobility and identity association updates with minor status changes recorded on the blockchain. Therefore, the blockchain is intended for small data such as identity associations and topological updates. Specifically, the controller acts as the agency for entities to interact with the blockchain and relay the information to entities who may not support blockchain access, thus building the encrypted tunnel between two entities. Hence, the native interpretation of encrypted identities can significantly improve the security, integrity and scalability of Web3 services while pushing the boundary of decentralization towards communication infrastructures.

B. Network and application integration: entity discovery

Another key function that the deController in the overlay network should perform is the network segment routing for data delivery. In the decentralized architecture, there is no central controller to determine and update the routing table for the whole network. Therefore, deControllers determine the routing for users without using conventional network addresses. In our proposed overlay network, shown in Fig. 5, deControllers can rely on the blockchain network to perform routing optimization. Specifically, each access node is identified by its BCADD or APPID, and the serving blockchain access points can be bound to addresses with the topological information. Hence, finding a data transmission path for two users is equivalent to finding a path between the two associated blockchain nodes. Thereby, a logical tunnel between two users is established with users’ BCADD or APPID, and further encrypted by the keys exchanged between two blockchain access points. Furthermore, the blockchain network can be mapped into multiple segments of the network, and each blockchain segment represents the overlay access point of the nearby network. The global routing topology will be collected from all blockchain routing nodes to find the routing path among different segments.

C. Identity association with encrypted address translation

Ledger records contain the information needed for routing and switching, which are essential to the self-claimed identities from clients and their current addresses’ bindings. They together make up the identity registry and association services offered by deController in Fig. 5. In the case of switching, the local record utilizes the bound network interface of the entity’s BCADD. By having the BCADD as the pointer, the endpoint router can perform NEAT (an address lookup protocol based upon hash table and bloom filter) to steer the traffic between any entities tagged within the BCADD and the connected interfaces.

D. Decentralized services sessions

As one entity can be identified with an BCADD, per-session routing for each service entity can also be considered, while the traffic can be steered using the BCADDs, as indicated on the top of Fig. 5. During the per-session routing, mutual authentications are performed in every handshake between two encrypted identities via the required security socket layers. Meanwhile, the subsequent service status is updated by the identity manager, who keeps tracking the service quality, aliveness and most importantly, the service identity.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose deController, a perspective of Web3 architecture for future decentralized Web3 infrastructures, consisting of overlay and underlay to catalyze more free and fair web access for people. The functions of deController are illustrated in a top-down sculpture of Web3 architecture with the considerations of concealed identity, security and privacy, and law. The term Web3 shall also enable not only the decentralization of giant Internet companies, but also the decentralization from the de-facto centralized infrastructure controller. Our solution proposed in this paradigm can be a potential starting point for the real Web3 infrastructure investment, which allows the true ownership of Web3 beyond the content.
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